Not being a matron nor even a trained nurse, he fails to see why probationers cannot absent themselves from the institution without leave, nor why it is undesirable for them either to alter their hours of recreation or to go into wards where they are not working without permission from the matron. Before taking exception to such simple and necessary regulations, it would be well to inquire into their origin, and at least to credit the heads of the nursing schools with some elementary knowledge of the subject to which they have devoted so many years?viz., the best methods of training and governing probationers.
DANGEROUS PLAYGROUNDS.
Many a mother and many a nurse view with serenity the small children in their charge when they play upon the floor. Even an infant just beginning to crawl is considered "quite safe" when he is deposited there,either with or without a blanket. Certainly the little ones are, for the moment, protected from the possibilities of falls from chairs or other articles of furniture, but they are exposed to many invisible dangers. insisted on the fact that to be forewarned should also mean to be forearmed, just as peace was best ensured by a nation which was prepared for war. He dwelt specially on the necessity for all preparations being done quietly and unostentatiously, as panic was, above all things, to be avoided.
The general improvement of local sanitation was one of the best preparations which could be made, and Sir Joseph Fayrer thought the steps that had been taken by the Local Board were so far excellent. However, the fact still remained that an enormous number of the dwellings of the poor were still overcrowded and unsanitary, and these two conditions were the most disastrous ones possible. District nurses could do much by example as well as precept in improving the condition of the poor, and in inculcating the necessity for pure drinking water, free ventilation, &c.
More than once during the afternoon the lecturer urged upon his hearers the absolute need for immediately summoning medical aid to every case of cholera, however apparently slight its onset might be. No nurse should depend on herself alone in this matter. Sir Joseph Fayrer spoke in very high terms of the extraordinary progress in nursing which had taken place in England during his absence in the East. No social movement had been more beneficent than the one which had culminated in the present remarkably perfect syBtem of nurse training.
With regard tj cholera, early measures were of the greatest value, and these could often check or even ward off an attack, therefore he made a great point of the "first aid," which, in the hands of competent women, would be ancillary to the medical treatment.
Above all things, nurses Bhould be ready, willing, and able to recognise cases at the incipient Btage, and this would be no encroachment on the physician's duties.
As regarded the infectious character of the disease, Sir
Joseph impressed upon his audience his own emphatic opinion that the attendants on cholera cases ran no special risks, and were certainly not more likely to be attacked, than any members of the general public. In quarantine he had not the slightest confidence. Good sanitary local precautions were of much greater value, and alao the maintenance of good general health and even spirits.
Chills, over fatigue, and depression were predisposing causes, and so were over-indulgence in irritating foods, BtimulantB, over-ripe fruit, &c.
It was part of a nurse's duty to guard against lowness of spirits, and also against excessive excitement, in fact, an equable state of mind was the one with which cbolera could be faced most securely. Panic was the friend of disease, and therefore must be avoided, and great pains should be taken not to allow people to become either discouraged or depressed when an epidemic of this mysterious pestilence threatened.
Sir Joseph Fayrer gave his hearers to understand that he had good hope that England might escape again this year from an epidemic of cholera.
The usual directions with regard to disinfection, fumigation, &c., were given, and also advice as to the boiling of water, and of milk shortly before use.
The necessity for promptly checking diarrhoea in cholera seasons was urgently insisted upon, and Sir Joseph said that although such a step might occasionally be harmful, the danger would be inappreciable as compared with the risk of allowing it to continue and to develop into an attack of cholera.
Various astringent remedies were given, but the nurses were counselled to learn and strictly adhere to the rules laid down by the doctors in whose districts they worked. The lecturer said he had a great distaste to addressing the general public, but he could not class his present audience in that category, and he had every confidence in the intelligent co-operation of those to whom he spoke. 
